STANDARD FOOTBATH
At up to 3m long, this wider, Custom made bath is manufactured
and installed to sit snuggly within your exit race, ensuring
that EVERY cow dips EVERY hoof twice EVERY
time they step through the bath.
Each bath is fitted with hard wearing rubber
flooring to maximise cow comfort.
Using a separate valve for flush and fill, the bath empties
through a FULL WIDTH opening door, effectively
cleans and refills within 3 minutes.
Simple and consistently reliable the HOOFCOUNT
Footbath is effective and easy to run.
The Bath:
 Fully automatic with
manual over-ride facility
 2 chemical pumps as standard
for alternative chemicals
 Full Marine grade, folded
stainless steel construction to
prevent chemical damage

Automation for Healthy Cows

 No electric pumps or unnecessary
moving parts, reducing
maintenance/servicing costs

Animal Health Monitoring Systems Ltd
The Parkway, Zone C,
Mullingar Business Park,
Mullingar, Co. Westmeath N91 XH96

Customer Testimonials...
“Since installing the HOOFCOUNT Footbath in my 2 Robot milking
system, Mortellaro (digital dermatitis) is completely gone from the
herd. It’s a great job, very easy to use, no lameness issues this year.
Delighted I bought this bath. Definitely give it 5 stars”
Willie Gilligan, Drumraney, Athlone, Co. Westmeath

“We have had limited Mortellaro after 3 weeks of foot bathing
using the HOOFCOUNT System. Very lame cows have significantly
improved. Very easy on labour and a big time saver. Works away
itself, very reliable and I’m delighted I bought HOOFCOUNT!”
Ray Kealy, Slane, Co. Meath

“I have seen a big decrease in lameness, especially in my heifers.
I had a big problem with Mortellaro over the years and it’s nearly
gone from the herd, after only one month foot bathing. Very lame
cows are now much better. I should have bought one 10 years ago!”
Sean Prenderville, Ratoath, Co. Meath.

“Since installing the HOOFCOUNT Footbath, foot conditions have
improved and there has been a decrease in lameness. It’s simple,
reliable and does what is says on the tin. I’m very happy with the
product”
Denis & Joe Lucey, Ovens, Co. Cork

Sales: 044-9330320
info@hoofcount.com

HOOFCOUNT Ireland
www.hoofcount.com

FOOTBATH FOR YOUR ROBOT SYSTEM
Hoof care should be a priority in any Robot barn.
Healthy cows make more frequent visits to a Robot system.
Used everyday the HOOFCOUNT system allows
chemical rates to be kept to a minimum.
On a Robot Milking System, the cows may make several
visits to the Robot in any 24 hour period and therefore
rules out the need to use a longer bath.
A HOOFCOUNT Footbath can be made any length
you require, with most requesting
the 2.5m or 3m standard bath.
A HOOFCOUNT Bath
can fit perfectly onto:
 Head to Head
 Individual

EXCEL - FOOTBATH FOR PARLOURS
At 3.6m long and made slightly deeper than the Standard
Hoofcount Bath, the EXCEL BATH allows 3 dips per hoof
each time the cow passes through the bath.
This narrow bath holds less water and chemical
– reducing running costs.
Empties, cleans and refills within 3 minutes.
Strong Stainless Steel side sheets keep any splash-back
in the bath and ensure that EVERY cow dips
EVERY HOOF EVERY STEP.
The EXCEL BATH can be fitted into any race
and works in exactly the same way as
the Standard Hoofcount Bath.
This is a perfect option for Rotary
milking systems, rapid exit parlours
and larger herd numbers.
Simple and consistently
reliable the HOOFCOUNT
Footbath is effective
and easy to run.
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